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Astrological Summary

Chart Point Positions: Bill Clinton

Planet Sign Position House Comment
The Moon Taurus 20°Ta18' 8th
The Sun Leo 26°Le00' 11th
Mercury Leo 7°Le36' 11th
Venus Libra 11°Li07' 1st
Mars Libra 6°Li21' 1st
Jupiter Libra 23°Li13' 1st
Saturn Leo 2°Le08' 10th read into 11th House
Uranus Gemini 21°Ge08' 9th
Neptune Libra 6°Li51' 1st
Pluto Leo 11°Le51' 11th
Chiron Libra 18°Li52' 1st
The North Node Gemini 18°Ge16' 9th
The South Node Sagittarius 18°Sg16' 3rd
The Ascendant Libra 5°Li30' 1st
The Midheaven Cancer 5°Cn58' 10th

Chart Point Aspects

Planet Aspect Planet Orb App/Sep
The Moon Square The Sun 5°41' Applying
The Moon Sesquisquare Mars 1°02' Applying
The Moon Quincunx Jupiter 2°55' Applying
The Moon Sesquisquare Neptune 1°32' Applying
The Moon Sesquisquare The Ascendant 0°12' Applying
The Moon Semisquare The Midheaven 0°40' Applying
The Sun Semisquare Venus 0°07' Separating
The Sun Sextile Jupiter 2°46' Separating
Mercury Sextile Mars 1°15' Separating
Mercury Conjunction Saturn 5°28' Separating
Mercury Semisquare Uranus 1°27' Separating
Mercury Sextile Neptune 0°45' Separating
Mercury Conjunction Pluto 4°14' Applying
Mercury Sextile The Ascendant 2°05' Separating
Venus Conjunction Mars 4°45' Separating
Venus Conjunction Neptune 4°16' Separating
Venus Sextile Pluto 0°44' Applying
Venus Conjunction Chiron 7°45' Applying
Venus Conjunction The Ascendant 5°36' Separating
Mars Conjunction Neptune 0°29' Applying
Mars Conjunction The Ascendant 0°50' Separating



Mars Square The Midheaven 0°22' Separating
Jupiter Trine Uranus 2°04' Separating
Jupiter Conjunction Chiron 4°20' Separating
Jupiter Trine The North Node 4°57' Separating
Saturn Semisquare The North Node 1°07' Applying
Saturn Sesquisquare The South Node 1°07' Applying
Saturn Sextile The Ascendant 3°22' Applying
Uranus Trine Chiron 2°16' Applying
Uranus Conjunction The North Node 2°52' Separating
Uranus Opposition The South Node 2°52' Separating
Neptune Conjunction The Ascendant 1°20' Separating
Neptune Square The Midheaven 0°52' Separating
Pluto Trine The South Node 6°24' Applying
Chiron Trine The North Node 0°36' Separating
Chiron Sextile The South Node 0°36' Separating
The Ascendant Square The Midheaven 0°28' Separating

Transits

Transiting Points: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Chiron
Radix Points: Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
Pluto, Chiron, North Node, South Node, Ascendant, Midheaven
Dynamic Aspects: Conjunction (0°00'), Opposition (180°00'), Trine (120°00'), Square
(90°00')
Aspect Orbs: Entering 1°00', Leaving 1°00'
Reference Timezone: UT +0:00



Introduction

"Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world
Like a Colussus; and we petty men

Walk under his huge legs, and peep about
To find ourselves dishonorable graves.

Men at some time are masters of their fates:
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves, that we are underlings."

Julius Caesar (1599) act 1, scene 2 Shakespeare

The subject of Fate or Destiny has triggered many a philosophical argument. What is
destiny? Are the details of our lives pre-destined? How much free will do we really have?
These are imponderable questions. This report does not offer the answers. Rather it gives
us some signposts to help us on our life journey.

When meteorologists forecast the weather we understand that they are not telling us how
to live our lives. Rather they are giving us information that may help us make our own
decisions. As far as the weather is concerned our major decisions are whether or not to
dress warmly or to take an umbrella. The astrological system of Transits is offering us
much the same information. It is giving us an indication of the emotional and intellectual
weather of our lives. It is up to us to decide our own destiny.

When using this set of interpretations, please bear in mind that, inevitably, every chart
will contain some contradictory influences, and as a result certain interpretations of
different items in the same chart may seem difficult to reconcile. However, this may still
be an accurate reflection of what is happening to the individual whose transits are being
interpreted, as people do experience conflicting desires, events and circumstances in their
lives. It is the responsibility of the astrologer to synthesise these apparent contradictions
in order to present a cohesive and realistic interpretation of the dilemmas of the chart.

Each entry in this report relates to an astrological event that affects the natal chart for this
individual. The entries are sorted by the exact date on which each event occurs, and the
period of time around this date during which the events are considered to be in effect is
shown in parentheses on the same line. Note that due to occasional retrograde motion of
some planets, some events may be exact on two or more dates, and in this case all such
dates are listed on the same line. Also, any events which are not exact within the report
period, but whose period of effectiveness overlaps with the report period are included.



From 1 Sep 2010 until 1 Sep 2011

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

20 Oct 2010 and 24 Nov 2010 (31 Aug 2010 to 9 Jan 2011)

TRANSITING NEPTUNE OPPOSITION RADIX SUN - It's time to alter the pace of
your life, making way for more time to reflect and allow the creative side of your
personality to emerge. This can be easier said than done, but it is important that you listen
to the people and events in your life that are telling you to slow down. If you ignore the
signals then you are likely to be disillusioned, tired and confused. Projects may fail to get
off the ground, your health may suffer and other people may disappoint you. You are
better advised to see these as indications that you need a change of lifestyle. You need to
reflect on your aspirations and their merit. What have you achieved? What do you still
want to aim for? What can be discarded as an outmoded goal? You need to ponder these
matters in a lighthearted and meditative manner rather than in a harsh judgemental way.
This is not the time for berating yourself for past failures and mistakes, but rather a gentle
stocktaking of your life. It is important that you do not make life-changing decision right
now, if this can be avoided. New insights are still emerging and you are highly sensitive
at the moment. Therefore you are susceptible to persuasion by other people. This may not
be in your best interests in the long-term. All is not quite as it seems right now. Therefore
you are better to simply note that a new vision is emerging for you and wait until clarity
comes before committing to a major change of direction. It is also true that any
relationships started during this period should be approached carefully. You should show
the same wariness of any spiritual pursuits. This is not to say that you should avoid
relationships or spiritual pursuits, simply that you currently lack discrimination and
should wait before making life-changing commitments and decisions. The purpose of this
transit is to challenge your ego encouraging you to take a more spiritual or artistic
approach to your goals in life. By the end of this phase it you will have gained greater
insight into your purpose in the world. You may even have discovered a latent artistic
gift.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

12 Sep 2010 (4 Sep 2010 to 21 Sep 2010)

TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX ASCENDANT - You are beginning
an important new cycle in your life. In the past few years you have been reflecting on
certain aspects of your life, reassessing your goals and redefining your sense of purpose.
Now it is time to take responsibility for yourself and to consolidate your life's ambitions.
The actions that you take now are likely to affect your life for many years ahead. If you
have been working, behind the scenes, on a particular career project during the past few



years then now it is time to claim the recognition that you deserve. You need to step
forward and take the credit.  If you have been planning something more personal, such as
starting a family, then now you may bear a child. It is the birth of something new in your
life, probably something that you have been working towards for some time. You may
have to shoulder extra responsibilities during this phase. As such you would be well
advised to start a new health program, if you have not done so already.  It would also be
wise to shoulder these new tasks with a good grace rather than allow yourself to feel
over-burdened and resentful. It is up to you, not others, to get the support that you need to
achieve your own goals and dreams. However, if you are in a business partnership or
marriage, you may feel the need to make changes that are more conducive to this next
phase of your life. You may feel a little cut off from other people, isolated as you come to
terms with yourself and your role in key relationships in your life. You may enjoy the
isolation or it may feel burdensome. Either way it is best to accept the circumstances and
work within the limitations. In some cases your marriage or business partnerships may
end if adjustments can't be made to incorporate your needs and ambitions. The benefit of
this time is to give you a clearer idea of who you are in essence and how you want to
relate to the world. You may also need to pay attention to your physical health. Now is
the right time to be making changes that benefit your health such as starting a new
exercise regime or eating healthier food. If you have been feeling unwell then you would
be well advised to have a health check up. In other words you need to take charge of your
life. You then have the ability to put the appropriate structures in place to help you
achieve happiness and well-being.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

16 Sep 2010 (8 Sep 2010 to 24 Sep 2010)

TRANSITING SATURN SQUARE RADIX MIDHEAVEN - Right now you are
reassessing the direction of your life. This is likely to be an examination of your career
options, however; it could also involve a decision regarding marriage or becoming a
parent or a decision to purchase or sell a home. It is time to find the right balance
between your professional goals and your family life. If you have been focusing on your
career then you may now need to turn your attention to your marriage and family life.
However, if you have been concentrating on marriage, home or family, then now you
may be required to set some career goals. In other words this is an important time for
reflection on and reassessment of your life goals.  You may question past decisions and
decide that you are ready for a change of direction. Alternatively you may be happy with
your decisions and want to build on the foundations. The more your life has been out of
balance the more you feel the effects of this transit. It is important that you carefully
consider the best way for you to lead a purposeful and meaningful life. Whether you find
this process easy or difficult, it is time for some decisions. Therefore, it is important that
you take the necessary time to ponder any proposed changes, carefully considering both
the short-term and long-term consequences. You are sowing seeds which can reap great
rewards in the future.



Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

19 Sep 2010 (11 Sep 2010 to 27 Sep 2010)

TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX MARS - Delays and frustration
mark this stage of life. The extent to which you experience these obstacles depends
largely on recent past events. If you have been working steadily towards a certain goal,
making sure that you lead a balanced life, then you are likely to use this time to further
your goals. You continue to work steadily and patiently to achieve success - whatever
that represents for you. You understand that "all good things come to those who wait"
and are willing to continue to work through any obstacles slowly and surely. Right now
you have great determination and drive to achieve your goals despite the apparent
obstacles However, if you have been leading an unbalanced life, or have not tackled past
projects with integrity then you may find this period quite difficult. Other people now
clearly tell you the consequences of your actions and you may not like the results. This
could involve a lack of cooperation from friends, colleagues and loved one or it could
mean that you experience serious setbacks in your personal and/or work projects. You
may feel that you are beating your head against a brick wall. You are currently required
to expend a lot of energy in an effort to push forward with your ambitions. You must be
careful not to overdo it. With wise and considered action you can overcome any obstacles
and achieve much.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

23 Sep 2010 (15 Sep 2010 to 1 Oct 2010)

TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX NEPTUNE - During this time you
are cut off from other people. Negatively this can be because you are feeling lonely and
failing to reach out to others, or positively because you are using the time for some
serious contemplation. Beware of your own gloom at this time. You may feel that many
areas of your life have failed leaving you with an overwhelming sense of hopelessness.
There is a reason for these negative thoughts and feelings. This transit is demanding that
you see your life in a different light, a more spiritual rather than physical light. At first
this can be depressing as you realise the hopelessness of pursuing purely personal
ambitions which have no greater purpose. However, by the end of the transit you will
have incorporated a larger and more selfless view and may have a clearer vision for the
future. Contemplation and meditation can prove very useful during this time.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011



5 Nov 2010 (22 Sep 2010 to 18 Dec 2010)

TRANSITING CHIRON OPPOSITION RADIX SUN - Memories and dreams play an
important role during this phase of your life and you need to take note of any hidden
messages. You may find a common thread in the memories and dreams that are surfacing
at the moment. You may also have some unexpected visitors from your early life. This is
a great opportunity to lay to rest any unresolved disputes or childhood hurts. The more
that you can resolve past problems, the more you are able to achieve your aspirations. In
fact you may discover a hidden talent during this phase. Therefore you would be well
advised to make the most of any opportunities that arise for learning new skills, having
fun in new pastimes or experiencing new friends and associates. Any or all of these may
spark a new direction in your life. Of course, you may feel that past conflicts or upsets
are better left in the past. As long as they are not affecting your present decisions then
this may be true, however; it is likely that anything that emerges right now is in need of
attention. If you feel upset by these occurrences, take the time to gently remind yourself
of the benefits of healing emotional rifts. You may also benefit from reminding yourself
that you are no longer the same person who suffered pain previously. Your current skills
are likely to be more than enough to cope with the current events and people challenging
you. The positive side of this transit is that it changes the way you see and express
yourself. You may discover hidden skills you never knew you possessed, sparking a
whole new field of learning ultimately providing a great source of healing. You have the
chance to heal wounds, physical and/or emotional, and realign your identity with your
true purpose.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

28 Oct 2010 (20 Oct 2010 to 6 Nov 2010)

TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX VENUS - It is time to get serious
about your relationships. In particular your marital union comes under close scrutiny. If
you are already married then you are likely to reassess your commitment to your spouse
in the light of your history with this person. If you conclude that this is indeed a strong
and worthwhile bond then you make a stronger commitment to making this union work.
You may decide on counselling to help resolve conflicts, or renew your marriage vows.
You may also decide that you want to start a family or make a financial commitment to a
home. On the other hand, you are now ready to face problems which you have let slip in
the past, and anything which has stopped you feeling fulfilled within the relationship.
This is the time when you are ready to break off a relationship, which falls short of your
expectations. Consequently under this transit you could deepen your commitment
through marriage or end the relationship after serious consideration. Your process of
reassessing the associations in your life also extends to friends and colleagues. You are
seriously considering the support that is offered by all of those closest to you at work and
home. Consequently your social life may be somewhat restricted. You may even feel a



little lonely at times as you end some friendships. Money also comes under scrutiny now.
You are reassessing your finances, perhaps deciding on a budget, making investments for
the future or making a large financial commitment.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

6 Jan 2011 (9 Dec 2010 to 5 Feb 2011)

TRANSITING PLUTO SQUARE RADIX ASCENDANT - Tension arises in your
relationships now. If you are married then unresolved problems are likely to arise now.
This can be a positive event enabling you and your spouse to face the truth and resolve
conflicts once and for all. The path to resolution may be a little rocky with you or your
partner questioning the heart of your marriage. On the other hand you may discover a
new sense of purpose in your own life, and in your marriage as a result of this period of
soul-searching. If you are not married then you may meet someone now who challenges
your beliefs and values. Perhaps you have always avoided marriage and yet this person
seems too good to let go. Alternatively your new lover may not be ready, or available, for
commitment. This in turn challenges you to question your direction. Any business
partnerships can also be influenced now. You may question and end a long-term business
partnership or start a new one. You would be well advised to obtain legal advice before
proceeding and to conduct your business negotiations with integrity. The same can be
said for your marital relations. Affairs of the heart can provide a temporary outlet for
pent-up feelings, but you will still be required to resolve any marital problems and
chances are that your affair will be revealed. The time has come for you to face the truth
about your own needs, and what you value in a committed relationship. Focus on the
positives, while acknowledging the changes that have taken place in you. Then
communicate these needs in the most compassionate and honest manner you can with
your marital and/or business partner. As a result you will move forward with
relationships that enrich your life.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

19 Jan 2011 (22 Dec 2010 to 23 Feb 2011)

TRANSITING PLUTO OPPOSITION RADIX MIDHEAVEN - This is a once in a life
event that demands changes in your personal life, in particular in your home and family.
Perhaps you have felt tied to your home and neighbourhood and now you want a change.
You could move to the house of your dreams or possibly renovate your home to more
closely suit your family needs. The initial disruption reaps rewards. If you are younger
then perhaps you will start a family during this period. If you are more mature then
perhaps a child will leave the family nest. It is also possible that a family member comes
to stay. Whatever the scenario change is likely on the home front. These changes reflect a



change within you. You are likely to feel a strong urge to break free and explore new
territory. Perhaps you have wanted to move far away from family and friends, and start a
new life in a different environment. Alternatively a close family member, on whom you
had relied, may have moved away prompting you to reassess your own life. This period
can be invigorating, but at first you may feel a little uncertain. Perhaps you feel that the
ground is moving underneath you and it is difficult to find a foothold? In effect the
foundations of your life, which you had believed to be sure, are cracking. You need to
trust that something stronger and more stable will ultimately replace the old foundations.
The process can be exciting if you enjoy the challenge of change, but sometimes you may
feel vulnerable. There is no escaping the fact that now is a time of intensity and upheaval
on the home front whether this is due to a positive event or a more challenging one.  Your
usual comfortable routine cannot be relied on. Therefore you are well advised to go with
the flow rather than try to swim against the tide of change. You are being asked to delve
into your personal life with a view to changing at a deep level. You will not feel like the
same person by the end of this period. Ultimately this is a very rewarding time. Imagine a
house that has never been renovated, that is neglected and allowed to slip into a state of
disrepair. New owners move in and bring new life to the house, transforming it into
something strong, beautiful and stable. Now imagine that the house is your life. At the
end of this period you will feel strong, beautiful and stable. You will be able to tackle the
next phase of your life with confidence and integrity.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

26 Jan 2011 (24 Dec 2010 to 28 Feb 2011)

TRANSITING SATURN TRINE RADIX NORTH NODE - Destiny beckons for now is
the time for you to reap the rewards of past actions and receive benefits which enable you
to achieve your life purpose. Doors open paving the way for you to pursue your personal
destiny. This could involve opportunities including meeting with a highly-significant
person or a group of people to help you on your path or an event which will change the
shape of your future.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

31 Jan 2011 (1 Jan 2011 to 16 Mar 2011)

TRANSITING PLUTO SQUARE RADIX MARS - On the one hand this can be a
positive stage of your life whereby you have plenty of energy and drive to achieve your
ambitions. You rise to the challenges presented to you and perhaps even take on a
leadership role. On the other hand tensions can arise as you push to further your
ambitions. You may not be aware of the powerful effect that you are currently having on
the people around you, particularly if you are usually a quiet, unassuming person. It could



be that, in your excitement to get ahead, you are pushing too hard for your own selfish
purposes. On the other hand it could be that someone else is upset at your success and
therefore keen to throw a spanner in the works. Either way it would be wise to refrain
from angry outbursts, which will only upset things further. You would do better to slow
down a little and reassess your actions so that you are only putting energy into projects
that mean a great deal to you. A little self-control could have long-term benefits, and the
danger of this transit is that you could lose long-term benefits in your eager efforts for
short-term gains. You may also benefit from releasing some of your pent-up frustration
through a contact sport or by joining a gym.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

17 Feb 2011 and 1 Jun 2011 (15 Jan 2011 to 12 Jul 2011)

TRANSITING PLUTO SQUARE RADIX NEPTUNE - During this time you may feel
disoriented as you feel impelled to deeply queston long-held beliefs. You may find
yourself suddenly exploring the deeper meaning of life as never before. It is possible that
your life will change during this transit in ways which could not be foreseen. Perhaps you
will experience the death of someone close to your heart, or it may be simply that you
feel that something has metaphorically died in your life. Either way you may start to
question life after death, and other spiritual matters. You may also have psychic
experiences. It is possible for you to find both creative and spiritual avenues to satisfy
your yearning for greater meaning. This will help you avoid the feelings of confusion
with seem to arise from deep within.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

2 Feb 2011 (28 Jan 2011 to 7 Feb 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE RADIX SATURN - You have the ability to create a
fortunate balance between fun and work. You shoulder your responsibilities while at the
same time making the most of new opportunities to expand your world. You feel
confident in many areas of your life, as you use your good judgement to make decisions
that have the potential for long-term success. It is a time when you can tap into your own
wisdom. Business dealings may prosper. The only drawback could be that you take this
time for granted and let opportunities slip through your fingers. In other words "wise and
considered action" is what is needed.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011



19 Feb 2011 (14 Feb 2011 to 23 Feb 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX ASCENDANT - The joy of being in
relationship with other people is likely to surface during this stage of your life. You enjoy
socialising with your loved ones, perhaps spending time delighting in their interests
rather than your own. Even if you are introverted you are likely to want to spend more
time with someone intimate. If you are married, then your love is bound to grow and
flourish right now. You enjoy intimacy with your spouse and, in turn, your loved one
responds positively. If you are not married then you may meet someone who has a
beneficial effect. You may even decide to get engaged or married during this period.
Gifts and appreciation flow in your most intimate relationship. Any potential business
partnerships also support your goals right now. You are likely to strike up a mutually
beneficial contract. Just make sure that you are not too ambitious in your goals.
Sometimes this transit can highlight the problems, which exist in your relationship. These
difficulties may be blown out of proportion and you would be wise not to make any hasty
decisions. It is more likely that you experience a real sense of well being and happiness in
your marriage, potential marriage or business partnership. So make the most of this
positive phase and let those you love know how important they are to you.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

21 Feb 2011 (16 Feb 2011 to 25 Feb 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER SQUARE RADIX MIDHEAVEN - You now feel the urge to
get ahead in life, particularly in the areas of work and social status. The path to
professional success may not be smooth, however, as you may go over the top in your
efforts to climb the social or professional ladder. You may feel like you having some
difficulty juggling home and work commitments and a few decisions are required.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

22 Feb 2011 (18 Feb 2011 to 27 Feb 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX MARS - You have plenty of drive and
energy right now. This can be directed in to personal or work projects or perhaps a sport.
You are keen to take the initiative and move ahead with your plans. Perhaps you have
been planning to travel abroad or to study martial arts? On the other hand you may have
been waiting for the go ahead on a special project or for a promotion at work. Now you
receive the good news and are able to step into action. You are clear that you are heading
in the right direction and feel confident of success. And it's true. You do have the drive
and good fortune to achieve success during this stage. This is an excellent time to spend
plenty of time and energy on your favourite project, with an assurance of reaping what



you have sown. You may also enjoy channelling some of your energy into your favourite
sporting activities. However, during this phase you are in danger of going over the top in
your efforts to achieve your personal goals. You may jeopardise your success through
impatience with yourself and others, thus alienating those who are in a position to support
your goals. Perhaps you are having difficulty seeing things in perspective and fail to
listen to those closest to you when they say that you are being a little rash and stubborn.
You feel that you have put so much time and energy into certain areas of your life, and
now others are threatening your success with their unnecessary pessimism. This may or
may not be true. It is possible that others are threatened by your success; but it also may
be that you need to slow down a little and exercise some restraint. The lesson is all things
in moderation. You can achieve success during this stage, as long as you maintain your
diplomatic skills.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

25 Feb 2011 (20 Feb 2011 to 1 Mar 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX NEPTUNE - This transit can have the
effect of making you feel that you are caught in one of life's mazes. Whatever exciting
direction you wish to explore there seems to be no clear path, and yet there is a strong
urge to continue exploring. In some cases you may feel that someone else or an external
event is confusing matters. However, you are idealistic and have unrealistic expectations
and would be wise not to accuse others just yet. It may be that someone is deceiving you,
but now is not the time to take action. Bide your time and all will become clear. It would
also be best to avoid making long-term decisions right now as your own judgement may
be clouded. Rather remain as down-to-earth as possible while pushing for spiritual
growth.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

28 Feb 2011 (23 Feb 2011 to 4 Mar 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE RADIX MERCURY - Good news is the cornerstone of
this phase because communications of all types are favoured. If you have been waiting
for a positive outcome to a project, or a beneficial announcement of some sort then you
are likely to receive it now. You are mentally alert and capable of quick thinking and
good decisions. Influential people notice your positive attitude and aptitude and reward
your efforts.Promotions at work are possible. You are also likely to benefit from any
decision to study, travel, teach, write or sharpen your mental faculties. Plans to buy and
sell property are likely to be satisfying. In fact any plans made now are easily executed
because of your optimism and ability to see the big picture, as well as deal with details.
You may also discover latent sales talents. Legal contracts and lawsuits are also likely to



be favourable when undertaken now. Of course, this does depend on other astrological
influences. However, if you have shown restraint and wisdom in your dealings with other
people then you are likely to receive positive news.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

2010

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

2011

15 Mar 2011 (11 Mar 2011 to 19 Mar 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX VENUS - You are struggling to get
what you want from your loved one. In fact relationships of all kinds, particularly with
women, may be a source of difficulty right now. The trouble is that you or your loved one
are expecting too much. There has to be a balance between the adventures of life and the
routine daily demands. Right now one of you is seeking only the adventure and this is
causing tension. It is often hurtful when one person in a close relationship upsets the
balance, so it is understandable if you are feeling rejected by your loved one. The best
approach may be to give the other person a little bit of time to settle down. They may
need a little bit of freedom before returning to a more balanced approach to the
relationship. On the other hand it could be that the other person's insensitivity to your
relationship is the straw that breaks the camel's back, as far as you are concerned. In
astrology Jupiter is considered to be a positive influence. Therefore it is more likely that
things will settle down with positive results from this topsy-turvy time.
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18 Mar 2011 (14 Mar 2011 to 22 Mar 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE RADIX PLUTO - You strike the right balance between
confidence and persistence required to propel you towards your goals in life. You are
confident and feel powerful and in control of your life, and others notice. Therefore you
may find that career promotion and recognition play a prominent role right now. It is a
good time to make the most of any opportunities for advancement that come your way, as
your judgement should be sound.
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19 Apr 2011 (31 Mar 2011 to 9 May 2011)

TRANSITING URANUS TRINE RADIX SATURN - Life takes on a fresh new look
during this time, as you have the energy to make the changes you need to old structures.
You are keen to branch out into new areas without jeopardising all that you have built in



the past. You are original, self-confident and also well-balanced. Other people will
respect you, and therefore you have the ability to achieve.
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9 Apr 2011 (5 Apr 2011 to 14 Apr 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE RADIX SOUTH NODE - During this time you have
the chance to improve your relations with other people, and to make new relationships.
You may meet a particular person, or take up with a new group of people. Either way this
connection could help you expand your horizons in life. This can have a positive effect
on your life as long as you recognize the opportunities, and do not pass them up. An
engagement and marriage may be on the cards.
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16 Apr 2011 (12 Apr 2011 to 20 Apr 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX CHIRON - This can be a painful time
during which you feel hurt by someone else's actions or by an external event. You may
feel that you are being forced out of your comfort zone and required to grow in ways that
you would rather not. It is also possible that this current pain has triggered memories of
childhood hurts, which you had hoped to bury.  While this is difficult and can leave you
feeling quite powerless at times, you would do well to face the situation and move
through it with strength and courage. Of course you can always ask for help from
compassionate friends or professionals. Your challenge is to heal wounds from the past
which may be subconsciously inhibiting the full expression of your talents now. Believe
it or not by the end of the transit you may even be thankful that you have been presented
with the opportunity to discover new treasures.
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15 May 2011 and 11 Jul 2011 (27 Apr 2011 to 28 Jul 2011)

TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX VENUS - It is time to get serious
about your relationships. In particular your marital union comes under close scrutiny. If
you are already married then you are likely to reassess your commitment to your spouse
in the light of your history with this person. If you conclude that this is indeed a strong
and worthwhile bond then you make a stronger commitment to making this union work.
You may decide on counselling to help resolve conflicts, or renew your marriage vows.



You may also decide that you want to start a family or make a financial commitment to a
home. On the other hand, you are now ready to face problems which you have let slip in
the past, and anything which has stopped you feeling fulfilled within the relationship.
This is the time when you are ready to break off a relationship, which falls short of your
expectations. Consequently under this transit you could deepen your commitment
through marriage or end the relationship after serious consideration. Your process of
reassessing the associations in your life also extends to friends and colleagues. You are
seriously considering the support that is offered by all of those closest to you at work and
home. Consequently your social life may be somewhat restricted. You may even feel a
little lonely at times as you end some friendships. Money also comes under scrutiny now.
You are reassessing your finances, perhaps deciding on a budget, making investments for
the future or making a large financial commitment.
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4 May 2011 (30 Apr 2011 to 9 May 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX JUPITER - Right now it may be
difficult to find a sensible balance in your life. You feel the urge to take off for greener
pastures and opportunities may indeed present themselves. However, you would be wise
to carefully consider the consequences of any decisions made during this transit as you
may be overly optimistic. Use the time to expand your horizons, but look before you leap
into any permanent changes. Also be careful not to take on too many new projects
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22 Jun 2011 (4 May 2011 to 3 Aug 2011)

TRANSITING PLUTO SQUARE RADIX MARS - On the one hand this can be a
positive stage of your life whereby you have plenty of energy and drive to achieve your
ambitions. You rise to the challenges presented to you and perhaps even take on a
leadership role. On the other hand tensions can arise as you push to further your
ambitions. You may not be aware of the powerful effect that you are currently having on
the people around you, particularly if you are usually a quiet, unassuming person. It could
be that, in your excitement to get ahead, you are pushing too hard for your own selfish
purposes. On the other hand it could be that someone else is upset at your success and
therefore keen to throw a spanner in the works. Either way it would be wise to refrain
from angry outbursts, which will only upset things further. You would do better to slow
down a little and reassess your actions so that you are only putting energy into projects
that mean a great deal to you. A little self-control could have long-term benefits, and the
danger of this transit is that you could lose long-term benefits in your eager efforts for
short-term gains. You may also benefit from releasing some of your pent-up frustration



through a contact sport or by joining a gym.
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9 Jun 2011 (7 May 2011 to 11 Jul 2011)

TRANSITING CHIRON TRINE RADIX MIDHEAVEN - You now have the
opportunity to bring a new spiritual dimension into your career, as long as you remain
open to the varied possibilities. You may be presented with opportunities to heal and
teach in your present job or offered new studies which will open up new paths for the
future.  In some cases you may meet a significant person who will help you on your path.
Whatever the circumstances you will look back on this as a time for adding a spiritual
dimension to your life path.
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17 May 2011 (12 May 2011 to 21 May 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER TRINE RADIX SUN - This is a time of optimism and self-
confidence. Currently you have the ability to achieve your goals through your own efforts
and with the support of benefactors. Your self-assurance is high and you feel that you can
take on the world. You can see that your goals are within reach, and with good fortune
success comes easily now. You are also more benevolent than usual, happy to share your
good fortune with others. Abundance and prosperity are key words for this period. Your
opportunities to spread your wings can come in a variety of ways. Perhaps you have
always wanted to travel around the world or study at an academic institution. Now is your
chance. On the other hand you may have dreamed of getting some creative work
published or staged. The time is ripe to contact those in a position of authority. You may
also be drawn to religion during this phase, questioning your philosophy and looking for
answers. Your good nature is likely to be attractive to other people and you may receive
recognition and appreciation. This is a time to expand your world rather than sit at home
and let the world pass by.
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6 Jul 2011 (26 May 2011 to 28 Aug 2011)

TRANSITING PLUTO OPPOSITION RADIX MIDHEAVEN - This is a once in a life
event that demands changes in your personal life, in particular in your home and family.
Perhaps you have felt tied to your home and neighbourhood and now you want a change.



You could move to the house of your dreams or possibly renovate your home to more
closely suit your family needs. The initial disruption reaps rewards. If you are younger
then perhaps you will start a family during this period. If you are more mature then
perhaps a child will leave the family nest. It is also possible that a family member comes
to stay. Whatever the scenario change is likely on the home front. These changes reflect a
change within you. You are likely to feel a strong urge to break free and explore new
territory. Perhaps you have wanted to move far away from family and friends, and start a
new life in a different environment. Alternatively a close family member, on whom you
had relied, may have moved away prompting you to reassess your own life. This period
can be invigorating, but at first you may feel a little uncertain. Perhaps you feel that the
ground is moving underneath you and it is difficult to find a foothold? In effect the
foundations of your life, which you had believed to be sure, are cracking. You need to
trust that something stronger and more stable will ultimately replace the old foundations.
The process can be exciting if you enjoy the challenge of change, but sometimes you may
feel vulnerable. There is no escaping the fact that now is a time of intensity and upheaval
on the home front whether this is due to a positive event or a more challenging one.  Your
usual comfortable routine cannot be relied on. Therefore you are well advised to go with
the flow rather than try to swim against the tide of change. You are being asked to delve
into your personal life with a view to changing at a deep level. You will not feel like the
same person by the end of this period. Ultimately this is a very rewarding time. Imagine a
house that has never been renovated, that is neglected and allowed to slip into a state of
disrepair. New owners move in and bring new life to the house, transforming it into
something strong, beautiful and stable. Now imagine that the house is your life. At the
end of this period you will feel strong, beautiful and stable. You will be able to tackle the
next phase of your life with confidence and integrity.
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15 Jun 2011 (10 Jun 2011 to 20 Jun 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER SQUARE RADIX SATURN - During this transit you may
have difficulty striking a balance between your own personal goals and your
responsibilities. Tension can arise as you feel the need to break out of old restrictions.
Although your tolerance level may be low, you would do well to cultivate the assistance
of others, rather than meeting them head on or simply giving up on them. The benefits of
this transit is that you are forced to take action in restructuring areas of your life which
may have become stagnant and tired.
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26 Jul 2011 and 5 Nov 2011 (15 Jun 2011 to 9 Dec 2011)

TRANSITING PLUTO SQUARE RADIX ASCENDANT - Tension arises in your
relationships now. If you are married then unresolved problems are likely to arise now.
This can be a positive event enabling you and your spouse to face the truth and resolve
conflicts once and for all. The path to resolution may be a little rocky with you or your
partner questioning the heart of your marriage. On the other hand you may discover a
new sense of purpose in your own life, and in your marriage as a result of this period of
soul-searching. If you are not married then you may meet someone now who challenges
your beliefs and values. Perhaps you have always avoided marriage and yet this person
seems too good to let go. Alternatively your new lover may not be ready, or available, for
commitment. This in turn challenges you to question your direction. Any business
partnerships can also be influenced now. You may question and end a long-term business
partnership or start a new one. You would be well advised to obtain legal advice before
proceeding and to conduct your business negotiations with integrity. The same can be
said for your marital relations. Affairs of the heart can provide a temporary outlet for
pent-up feelings, but you will still be required to resolve any marital problems and
chances are that your affair will be revealed. The time has come for you to face the truth
about your own needs, and what you value in a committed relationship. Focus on the
positives, while acknowledging the changes that have taken place in you. Then
communicate these needs in the most compassionate and honest manner you can with
your marital and/or business partner. As a result you will move forward with
relationships that enrich your life.
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10 Jul 2011 (28 Jun 2011 to 21 Jul 2011)

TRANSITING URANUS OPPOSITION RADIX ASCENDANT - Marriage and business
partnerships undergo unexpected changes right now. If you are married then your spouse
may change jobs or suddenly express a desire to move to a different location. This could
challenge and excite you. It could also be a bit unsettling. Change prompted by your
loved one could be a welcome change or a disruption to your routine. Either way you
would do well to go with the flow rather than try to resist the alterations. If you are not
married then you may meet a surprising and refreshing prospective partner. You would
do well to enjoy this person without demanding a commitment. Wait until this phase has
ended before making a commitment. Business partnerships are also subject to disruption.
You may decide to go into business with someone or you could end a partnership during
this phase. One thing is certain - important relationships are unpredictable. Allow
whatever needs to come to life to express itself and see where life and your partner take
you. If you try to ignore the signals then you are likely to find others wanting to break
free of your influence.  At the same time now is not the moment to be taking your
intimate partner for granted or to be asking for commitment and reliability; rather it's a
time for excitement and freedom in the relationship. If you loosen the reins of your



expectations and ride the changes, you may experience newfound freedom with your
loved one.
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19 Jul 2011 (11 Jul 2011 to 28 Jul 2011)

TRANSITING JUPITER SQUARE RADIX MERCURY - Generally speaking this is a
positive time during which you receive good news, positive outcomes to transactions and
easy execution of your goals and plans. You are open-minded and eager to share ideas
with other people. You are confident in your own opinions. However, you do have to be
careful how you go about your business. On the one hand you are confident and
optimistic and other people respond positively with special gifts, support and favours.
However, you also have the tendency to be grandiose, lacking tact and diplomacy.  In
other words, if you are not careful, you can be opinionated and blunt. Others may be
quick to point out these faults, which you find irritating rather than helpful. Before you
know it your positive dealings have spiralled into a maze of mis-communications. This is
easily avoided if you show some restraint in your communications with others. Once you
have learned diplomacy then you are likely to benefit from anything that involves
contracts, transactions, study, teaching, travel and the media.



Conclusion
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